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Neame Memoirs 
The earlier part of the Memoirs of Arthur Neame, published 
under that title in Queensland Heritage, volume 1, number 3, 
covered the period up to 10 October 1870, up to which date the 
brothers Arthur and Frank Neame were gaining Colonial experi-
ence in the Darling Downs and Maranoa districts of South Eastern 
Queensland. There they learned the details of sheep handling. 
The present part of the Memoirs describes the earliest part of 
their venture into cane-growing. The sugar industry in Queensland 
was then in its infancy, so we have in the following pages a picture 
of the beginnings of one of Queensland's most important industries, 
as well as the personal adventures of the Neame brothers. The 
section of the diary in this issue covers the period 10 Oct 1870 to 
5 Nov 1871. The Neame brothers inspect the country for suitable 
land, select it, and begin the building of a house and the prepara-
tion of the land for cultivation. 
There were very few settlers in the North in 1870, and little 
was known about the country, before we left Brisbane we were told 
that we should most likely be killed & eaten by the Blacks, or else 
by the Crocodiles, & if not we should die of the fever, the coastal 
districts all suffered much from Malaria when first settled. Before 
leaving we bought 3 good horses for £15 from a man who had 
lately come to the station from N. S. Wales, we each required one 
to ride, and the third one to carry our swags &c. We took flour, tea 
& sugar enough for a week, a little salt mutton, a few tins of sar-
dines & some jam, two Jack Shays & 3 pairs of hobbles, I always 
had my blankets rolled up in a waterproof sheet, which I brought 
out from home, so that I was able to keep them dry when travelling, 
and at night I spread this under the blankets to keep out the 
moisture from the ground, and in the event of a wet night pulled it 
round over my blankets, but this makes one very hot and is not 
healthy in a hot climate, so that when I was in the tropics I had to 
do without it, and in wet weather have often had to wring the water 
out of my blankets when I got up in the morning. It is always wise 
to have a tent if you can but that means an extra pack horse to 
carry it and there is considerable trouble pitching it, and taking it 
down & packing it, also fresh poles have to be cut at each camp. 
We travelled about 40 miles each day, more or less, according to 
where good water & grass could be found. On reaching the place 
where one decides to camp for the night the first thing is to un-
saddle your horses and give them a drink, then hobble them; the 
hobbles consist of two broad leather straps connected by a short 
chain, one strap is fastened to each front leg just above the hoof so 
that a horse can only move a very short step at the time, but after 
the horses get used to them some of them will go a long distance by 
jumping with both front feet at the same time, it is always advisable 
to see that the horses are not far off before you go to sleep, or you 
may have a long search for them in the morning. We made our way 
to Jondaryan the station I have previously mentioned on the 
Darling Downs, where we remained 2 or 3 days, and sold our 
horses without any difficulty for £15 the same as we gave for them; 
in the North where I afterwards settled each of these horses would 
have been worth £15. From Jondaryan we took the train to 
Brisbane, and after a few days there, we went on to Mackay by 
steamer, about 400 miles further North, where several voun? men 
lately out from home had just started sugar plantations, 2 mills had 
just started crushing cane and 3 more were being erected. A great 
deal of the land here had been selected and it was difficult to get 
any within reasonable distance of the port, so we decided to go on 
to Cardwell, about 300 miles N. East of Mackay, and visit the 
Herbert river, about 40 miles South of Cardwell, where we heard 
there was plenty of good land. At that time only one steamer each 
month called at Cardwell & this carried the mails, it was a smaU 
vessel, and small engines with only little power, so that with a very 
strong head wind it could make little progress; the steamers run-
ning of late years are large & powerful and very comfortable 
passenger boats. Cardwell was at that time the most Northerly 
settlement in Queensland, it was quite a small place open for the 
purpose of supplying a large station some 200 miles inland with 
stores &c. There was a Police Magistrate stationed there, 2 or 3 
white constables, also an Inspector of Native Police and about 10 
native troopers, 2 public houses called hotels, 2 general stores, and 
6 or 8 small wooden houses, a house for the Magistrate, quarters 
for the constables & a Police court, all the buUdings were of wood; 
there was no jetty for steamers to lie alongside, everything had to 
be landed on the beach at high tide, at low water it was all mud and 
boats could not get near the shore. At Bowen we met Edwin 
Waller* who was on his way to Cardwell, so my brother remained 
to look round the Bowen country, whilst I went on to Cardwell with 
Waller. We left Bowen on Jany. 6. 1871, we were only in CardweU 
a day or two, when James Mackenzie,^ who had just taken up a 
selection on the Herbert, was starting there by boat & offered to 
take us with him. We went as far as the mouth of the river in a 
cutter of about 15 tons, trading between Townsville & CardweU, 
this towed Mackenzies boat, and also another large tub of a boat 
which he had hired. We had head winds the first day, and did not 
make much progress, we slept on the deck of the cutter, the next 
evening we reached the mouth of the Herbert river, unloaded all 
the things from the cutter, and put them in the large boat, about 
4 tons; Mackenzie left a man to mind this boat and we started for 
his selection about one o'clock in the morning, so as to have the 
tide with us, we took turns with the oars and arrived about noon. 
Mackenzie started back again very soon, with a couple of men, and 
got back the next day with the large boat. Mackenzie has only been 
on the Herbert 9 weeks so of course we found everything very 
rough, he had put up a small wooden building & roofed it with 
corrugated iron, it consists of two bare rooms, no furniture, & we 
slept on the floor, the food was saU junk not Quite sound, sardines, 
bread & tea. We got horses from Mackenzie & rode out to look at 
the country, but could not get very far owing to swampy creeks, 
the wet season having commenced.T The morning we left to return 
to Cardwell it was raining in torrents, and continued to do so the 
whole of that day & the two next, we were two days getting back 
as we had the big boat to tow, we camped at the mouth of the 
river the first night. As the wet season was on it was no good our 
remaining in the North, with the idea of seeing the country, be-
cause you cannot get about owing to all the creeks and gully's being 
full of water, and much of the country very boggy, in new country 
* Edwin & Onslow Waller went out to Australia in the same boat that my 
brother Frank & I did, we knew them previously as they at one time lived 
near Faversham and went to the same church that we did when we were 
children. The boat we sailed in from London was the "Agnes Rose" belong-
ing to Devitt Moore & Co. 
t At one place both of our horses sunk in up to their bellies & we had very 
great difficulty in getting one of them out again, we had to jump off in the 
water & mud & get wet up to our thighs, after we got the horses out we 
thought it best to return to the hut, this was at the commencement of the 
wet season and it is quite impossible at that time to move about much in new 
country near the coast. 
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there are no roads or bridle tracks, it is as nature has left it. We 
therefore took the first steamer to Brisbane, intending to return a 
little later, arriving there about the 22nd February. Mr. Wildash of 
Canning Downs took care of my dog 'SaUor' whilst I was away up 
North. We left Brisbane again the latter part of March (23rd) and 
arrived at Cardwell March 30th taking my dog Sailor with us. The 
Hotel here is a wretched poor place, one room for meals for every 
one, and there are usually one or two at the table quite tipsy, it is 
more a house for drinking than for travellers, in these early days 
many of the men up here spent all their money in drink, they would 
go and work on a station for a time, then draw their cheque and go 
into the nearest town & spend it on drink, they probably came 
North where labour was scarce, not being wanted in the more 
settled districts, many of them were real good workers, and very 
decent men, when out of the way of alcohol. We engaged a boat 
and a couple of boatmen, and left on April 1st 1871, for the 
Murray river about sixteen miles North of Cardwell, our party con-
sisting of Edwin Waller, Frank, myself and SaUor (the dog); we 
took a tent, flour, salt junk, tea, sugar, some potatoes and some 
jam. Almost directly after we started it commenced to rain in tor-
rents and we were soon wet to the skin, about 4.30p.m. we arrived 
at the mouth of the river, and as it still continued to rain we pitched 
our tent and camped for the night; the next morning we started at 
4a.m., and arrived at Bellenden,^ a place which had been selected 
by a Mr. Davidson a year or more past, a considerable amount of 
money had been spent on it, and then he gave it up, and went to 
Mackay where he also had land; this place suffered much from 
floods, there was no other settlement north of Cardwell; we found 
a Mr. Johnstone^ & his wife living out here, to keep things together 
in the hope of some one coming along & buying it, but eventually 
it was deserted altogether. Johnstone thoroughly understood the 
Blacks and would not allow them to come within rifle range of his 
house, if he had they would soon have murdered him & his wife & 
children. At one time he went into Cardwell for a few weeks with 
his famUy, and sent two men to take care of the place whilst he was 
away, with orders to fire at the Blacks if they attempted to come 
near, the men were both arrant cowards, and after a few days the 
Blacks knowing Johnstone was away began to show up, the men 
fired at them, but the Blacks did not take much heed, so they got 
their horses, which they had all the time kept close to the house, 
and galloped into Cardwell to tell Johnstone that it was no use their 
firing at the Blacks as they stopped the bullets with their shields, 
that they were in great numbers and were surrounding the house; 
Johnstone immediately got his horse and rode out at once quite 
alone, when he got there he found the Blacks had not been in the 
house, they were too frightened of an ambush of some sort, and 
had not had time to find there was no one on the place, as soon as 
they saw Johnstone coming, they all disappeared very rapidly, 
hiding in the swamps &c and getting away through the long grass. 
The Blacks shields are made of soft wood and a bullet would pene-
trate them with the greatest ease. 
Johnstone found me a horse and I went with him to look at the 
country, and although we only rode about 3 miles we had to swim 
3 creeks on horse back, this was my first experience although quite 
a common one in years to come, the horse kept his head out of the 
water, and I was under nearly up to the shoulders, there is not much 
fear of an accident, your stirrup leathers are thrown over the pom-
mel of the saddle before entering the water, and if anything goes 
wrong you jump off & look after yourself, whilst the horse will do 
the best for himself; the great danger in these Northern rivers is that 
an AlUgator* may come along and seize either'the rider, or the horse. 
We stayed two nights with Johnstone and then started back for the 
mouth of the river. Snipe very similar to the English Jack Snipe 
were very plentiful on Bellenden Plains and I had a couple of hours 
very good sport with Johnstone. We arrived at the mouth at 2.0p.m. 
and had to wait till 9.0p.m. for water to carry us over the bar, we 
then went on to the TuUy river, and arrived about 12.30 midnight, 
where we camped on the sand spit at the mouth. On the opposite 
side of the river was a camp of blacks, one of the boatmen was a 
great coward and wanted to fire a rifle at them, this we strongly 
objected to, as they had more right to be there than we had, how-
ever after we had turned in, he got up and fired off his gun, as he 
could not sleep until he had, it is no wonder the Blacks resent such 
treatment, it is surprising how cowardly some of our people are, 
more especiaUy the most ignorant. The next morning we started to 
go up the river but although pulling pon oars & working very hard, 
could not make much progress, owing to the large body of water 
coming down the river on account of the heavy rains; after four 
days we had only got some 40 miles up the river and had seen no 
open country, all dense jungle on both sides, we heard the blacks 
several times but did not see them. On the 8th we started back as 
our provisions were running short at 4.30a.m. & reached the mouth 
at 2.0p.m., where we had to wait till 6.30 the next morning, owing 
to heavy weather outside, which made it dangerous to get over the 
bar. We arrived at Cardwell on the 9th at 4.30p.m. There is about 
the same difference between the hotel here and the Bath Hotel in 
Picadilly as between a pig stye & a palace. 
On April 13th 1871 brother, myself, Edwin Waller & HuU^ a 
licensed surveyor working in the Cardwell district, left the Town-
ship in a boat belonging to a man named Smith, who with another 
boatman accompanied us. Sailor my dog was also in the boat, to 
explore land to the South of the Herbert river. The wind was dead 
against us and our progress was slow, we decided to climb one of 
the high mountains on Hinchinbrook island, in the hopes of getting 
a good view of the country that we wished to explore. We went into 
a Mangrove creek to try and get to the foot of the mountain, but 
had to turn back as it ended in Mangrove swamps, we tried several 
channels and at last found a landing where we camped for the 
night, in the morning we saw a large Blacks' camp but no Blacks, 
we left here after a bathe, and breakfast, and tried another creek 
which brought us within a mile of the mountain, 3500 ft. high; we 
set off to get to the top, leaving the boatman to take care of the 
boat, we passed a nice waterfall on our way up, the mountain was 
very steep & stoney and the climbing very fatiguing; we had almost 
reached the top when Sailor either from a snake bite, flies, or some 
other of the horrible plagues belonging to this country, went out of 
his mind, he rushed away right in front of us, yelping, then back-
wards & forwards & under the bushes in a very strange manner; I 
tried to quiet him but to no purpose, and thinking if I could get him 
down to the water it might help him, I started off for the waterfall. 
Sailor rushing about all the time, I tried to lead him with my 
handkerchief but he would not be led, he kept yelping and presently 
lost his footing and went rolling down the mountain, turning com-
plete somersaults for quite a long distance, it so horrified me that I 
nearly lost my balance and went after him; I got down to where he 
was as quickly as possible, and found water trickling down close at 
hand, so scratched a hole and began throwing water over him, he 
kept bleeding at the mouth but I could not get him to drink, he 
soon jumped up again and as I did not want to see him roll down 
further, which he would have done, and I knew he was seriously 
hurt, as weU as out of mind, I pulled out my revolver and shot 
him*, it quite upset me for the time, he was an old and valued 
friend, a great protection at night against the native blacks crawling 
on us unawares, and we aU missed him much. We buried him under 
a heap of stones, which are no doubt stiU as we left them, fifty years 
ago. The country which we wanted to see was all in a haze so that 
we had a lost journey, and did not get back to camp until 4.30, 
thoroughly tired out, but much enjoyed our meal of damper, salt 
junk & tea. The common house flies before the sun went down 
were almost enough to drive one mad, dozens settling on our faces 
at one time, after dark sand flies & mosquitoes still worse. A wet 
night, pitched the tent. The next day was wet, we started at 7.0a.m. 
but made very little progress against a head wind; anchored for the 
night under Haycock island at 5.30p.m. The next day April 16th. 
we managed to reach the mouth of the Herbert river at 10a.m., wet 
through, rain holding up we made a large fire and dried our clothes; 
we made a damper, cooked some meat & pitched the tent. The next 
* Frank & the others were much alarmed when they heard the shots a con-
siderable distance below where they were and thought 1 was attacked by the 
Blacks so came down in a great hurry to see what had happened. 
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day the wind was too strong to allow of our leaving the river so we 
went a few miles up, and then went down another channel to the 
coast, a few miles south of the channel we entered by. I shot a 
couple of Burdekin ducks which made a nice change from the salt 
junk. Weather outside still bad. Blacks camp where we stopped but 
no blacks, found the grave of a black which had been scratched 
open by dingoes, leaving the body exposed, we covered it up with 
earth. Pitched our tent and stood the cooked meat inside in a 
bucket, Hull & I slept in the tent, Frank & Waller slept outside, 
with the smoke from the fire blowing over them, to keep off the 
mosquitoes. During the night a native dog actually had the cheek 
to walk into the tent & carry off our meat whilst we slept, we could 
follow his tracks in the morning, this would not have happened had 
Sailor been alive. We left dead man's point at 9.0a.m. and got 2 
miles further down the coast but were obUged to run the boat on 
shore as the sea was very rough; the boat was only 20 ft. long by 
6 ft. 6 ins. beam. Walked along the coast and found a very large 
blacks' camp, which had been inhabited a night or two before, they 
did not show themselves. Started at 6.0p.m. to get the boat under a 
sand island, for shelter, a few hundred yards further on, swamped 
the boat and had to jump out, luckily the water was only up to our 
waists, we dragged the boat round, bailed her out and got in again 
and arrived safely under the island, which at high tide was about 
80 yards long & 50 yards wide. We got a good fire from timber 
that had been drifted on to it, dried our clothes & went to sleep. 
Revolvers, guns, watches &c all wet. Left sand bank at 8a.m. 
pulled to shore, and walked in the water up to our waists dragging 
the boat after us, came across a very fine cocoanut tree, I believe 
almost the only one growing on the main land south of this, not 
planted by man, this one must have been washed up by the sea 
and got root hold, it had nearly 100 nuts growing quite high up, 1 
brought down 3 with a shot from my revolver but they were not 
nearly fit for use, the natives pick them as soon as they can make 
any use of them. Owing to the constant wet weather and heavy sea, 
we decided to return to Cardwell after ten (10) days of profitless 
work, we had a fair wind all the way back accompanied by heavy 
rain, arrived at 5.0p.m. dined at the Royal at 6.0p.m. Menu, Salt 
Junk a la Cardwell. We had intended taking the Mail boat when 
we arrived and going South to Tasmania but found on our arrival 
that the boat had just left, this meant another month to wait before 
another chance of getting away. A Mr. Gardiner from the Herbert 
river, who had lately selected some land there, and was running 
some cattle on it, happened to be in Cardwell and being very 
anxious for us to settle on the Herbert, offered if we would go back 
to the Herbert, to put us up and find us horses and m out with us 
& show us some good land, this was much better than staying in 
CardweU so we again hired Smith's boat and on May 10th 1871 we 
left Cardwell at 2.0p.m. for the Herbert river, the hours of leaving 
were regulated by the tides as the boat could not get away till 
nearly high water; the same partv Hull Frank, Waller & self with 
Smith the boatman, camped in the channel near Mangrove island 
for the night as there was no breeze. Arrived at the mouth of the 
Herbert the next day at 5.0p.m. had our tea & waited for the tide 
to run Dp, started about midnight and rowed up five miles, then 
camped on a sand spit. Mosquitoes bad, in the morning we noticed 
the track of an Alligator on the sand not far from where we slept it 
was fortunate he did not try to walk off with one of us. Reached 
Gardiner's after heavy toil with the oars at 11a.m. on the 13th 
Gardiner's dwelling place was a slab hut on high piles 8 ft. off the 
ground, a great safe guard against malaria, it consisted of one room 
& was roofed with galvanised iron which insured a dry camp at 
night, we laid our blankets on the floor and slept as comfortably as 
if in a good bed. There were dozens of bats in this room flying 
about and clinging to the roof, the next morning Edwin Waller 
kUled some of them and Gardiner was quite angry about it, he said 
they kept the flies & mosquitoes away. We bathed in the river not 
knowing at that time the danger from AUigators. On the 15th we 
started at 9.0a.m. to go and see the good land, Gardiner, Hull, 
Waller, Frank, myself and two black boys all mounted on horses 
with one pack horse to carry blankets & cooking utensils & food. 
The land we were going to look at had never been visited by any 
white man so there were no tracks except those made by the blacks 
& the wallaby. We started over open forest country, then went 
across to a tidal creek afterwards known as the Seymour, and 
camped at 6.0p.m. on a sand spit where an Ana branch from the 
Herbert runs into the Seymour in flood time. We were out for four 
(4) days without getting on to the land we wished to see, the 
country seemed a net work of jungle & forest land divided by 
swamps & small creeks, with rotten bottoms, so that most of our 
time was spent cutting down brushwood and making crossing places 
for the horses, if it had been later in the year when the country is 
much dryer, we should have had much less trouble. One day we 
came across a large carpet snake 16 ft. long lying out full length, 
and unable to get out of our way having just had a very large meal, 
we killed it, took off the skin, & opened it to see what it had eaten, 
we found a Wallaby inside as large as a half grown sheep, it is 
wonderful how large a body a snake can squeeze through its jaws. 
On the 4th day we returned to Gardiners cutting our way through 
rich jungle on the bank of the river most of the time. Had we 
started from Gardiner's on foot without any horses we should have 
got along much quicker but the long grass 6 & 7 ft. high and much 
matter underneath is very tiring to walk through, it was too early 
in the year for it to burn. The next morning May 19th 1871 we left 
Gardiner's in the boat for Cardwell & on our way down the river 
landed on the open country, on the North side of the river, that we 
had been trying to get on to the previous days, we could not get far 
on account of the high grass and could not see anything with the 
grass over our heads, we climbed a tree and looked round and 
could see what a large piece of good forest land there was and de-
cided to make an application for it as soon as we arrived in Card-
well. I had the first attack of malaria fever, which kept me very 
poorly for several days. We applied for 1280 acres of land at 1/-
per acre per annum payable for ten years with a similar amount to 
be spent on the property, and at the end of that time the land was 
our own freehold, in the course of a few years we took up other 
lands adjoining, amounting altogether to 7000 acres, a very com-
pact property and nearly all the land available for cultivation. We 
now had to make arrangements for getting sufficient land cleared 
to enable us to get some sugar cane planted as soon as possible, so 
as to give a large supply of plants for the following year, we also 
had to arrange for getting sawn timber from the South for building 
a house. 
On the 25th May Edwin Waller went South by the steamer to 
Maryboro. to order the timber for our house, to get a boat 
built, to purchase cane plants, and if possible to get some Kanakas 
to come back with him. We let a contract in Cardwell for splitting 
shingles for the roof of the house and also a contract to a man 
named Jetty George, to build a punt at Cardwell which would 
bring the shingles to the plantation, and then be used for bringing 
our loading from the mouth of the river, the timber for the punt 
we ordered in Townsville, and had it sent up by a small cutter. 
Shingles answer the same purpose as tiles and are laid over one 
another in much the same way except that they are nailed on, they 
make a thoroughly dry roof when properiy put on, & much cooler 
than iron or slates. 
On the 29th May 1871 1 left Cardwell in Smith's boat with 
Frank, 2 men. Smith, a Kangaroo dog called Scamp, and a Terrier 
named Monkey*, a very sharp little dog, for our land on the 
Herbert to start the Macknade sugar plantation, and reached our 
landing place at 9.0a.m. on the 31st. Smith returned to Cardwell 
with boat. We landed on forest land with grass 6 ft. high all 
round, and on each side about 30 yards off high jungle on the banks 
of the river, increasing in depth as it got further from this open 
landing. On this North side of the Herbert river there was not 
another settler, and no settler between us & Cardwell a distance of 
60 miles. On the South side of the river there was Mackenzie at 
Gairloch, Haig at Bemerside, Gardiner at Cudmore's selection, 
Hawkins further up and then the Stone Hut^ about 30 miles from 
* I recollect Monkey one day in the boat standing on the seat with his feet 
on the gunwale, looking over into the water, when I gave him a push taking 
care not to let him go overboard he looked round at me very cross just like 
a human being and as much as said "What do you mean by doing that?" 
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Land on lower Herbert showing selections by members of the Neame family. The rivers shown are the 
Seymour (top left hand corner) and the Herbert and an Ana branch connects them. The map is dated 1906. 
the mouth of the river, an outlying station belonging to Scott Bros, 
of Glendhu & Herbert Vale. The first thing we did was to pitch the 
tent for ourselves, and the fly of the tent for the men. Bob Ridley & 
Mackinnon, two first class men, both good at putting up humpies 
and doing fencing, I never came across better men, they were both 
miners who were hard up, and had come into Cardwell to make 
some money, and then go back to the diggings to try for better 
luck. We then cut steps for the landing & brought up flour, meat &c 
& put in the tent. The next day we fixed up bunks to sleep on, put 
up a grass roof to protect our fire, for cooking, from the rain. Clear-
ed a small piece of the scrub (in future I shall always say scrub in-
stead of jungle as that is the Australian name applied both to short 
scrubby wood as found further 
South, and also to the jungle 
found both in the North & the 
South) and planted some pine-
apple tops & coffee plants. This 
done we all set to work to cut 
down trees & split slabs for the 
hut, we had much rain to con-
tend with, and were anxious to 
get a good grass roof over our 
heads as soon as possible. We 
slept with our revolvers under 
our pUlows and guns within reach, 
but as both the dogs were very 
sharp we were not afraid of the 
blacks attacking us unawares. On 
the 4th. of June Gardiner & 
Arnot called and left us some 
sweet potatoes which were a great 
addition to the salt meat & dam-
per, the next day I went into 
Cardwell in Peter Schell's boat to 
order things that we were in want 
of, very seedy for some days with 
fever & ague & troubled to get 
about, on the 12th I got back to 
the camp bringing two more men 
with me to clear some land ready 
for ploughing, found the humpy 
nearly finished. Bought a cock & 
2 hens a present from Sheridan, 
the Police Magistrate for Card-
well & the District. The Surveyor 
Mr. Hull & his men came over 
on the 14th. and brought their 
camp with them; am still troubled 
with the fever, we slept in the 
humpy this night for the first 
time, it will be a great improve-
ment on the tent, but as a pre-
caution against fever one ought 
to sleep 7 or 8 ft. above the 
ground. Hull sleeps in the humpy 
with us, there is accomodation for 
four, it is 20 feet long & 14 feet 
wide, the walls 5 ft. 6ins. high, 
and to the top of the ridge pole 
about 11' 6", the ground is our 
floor, and our beds are made with 
4 blocks of wood 2 ft. out of the 
ground, with poles fastened to 
these lengthways and a piece of 
canvas fastened to the two poles, 
making a capital stretcher on 
which we put our blankets, there 
are two of these stretchers on each 
side of the hut, with a slab table 
constructed in the same way with 
posts for legs let into the ground, in the middle of the hut, at the 
far end of the hut we have a slab platform where we keep our 
stores, our chairs are a piece cut out of the stem of a tree about 
14" or 15" in diameter, the roof is thatched with grass. We get 250 
lbs. of salt meat from Cardwell when the fortnightly boat comes 
out, this we hang from the roof over the fire where we do our cook-
ing*. On the 20th June a man arrived from Cardwell with a bullock 
team, wagon & plough, for the last 25 or 30 miles there was only a 
rough track made by horses and for the last mile they had to cut a 
* The beef gets as hard as a stone and requires soaking for twelve hours in 
water before cooking, but it makes it keep sweet for as long as you like, and 
keeps the flies away as they cannot stand the smoke. 
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track through the jungle, the river had to be crossed twice and also 
many gullies without any approach, only men used to driving a 
team of bullocks in the bush would venture on such a journey. On 
June 20 1871 we were fortunate in getting through Gardiner a man 
& his wife, he a good rough carpenter named Cox used to building 
humpies & fencing, & his wife used to bush cooking & making good 
bread, this was a great help as the men to be fed kept increasing. 
Slab huts with grass roofs building for all hands. A man named 
Bridson with a good team of horses and a plough has now turned 
up July 10th. I shot a large carpet snake this morning lying on a 
fallen tree close to the camp*, it was 18 ft. long, and I never heard 
of a longer one being kUled in Queensland, '^ Frank & I skinned it 
& cured it and I stUl have the skin in 1921, and also another one the 
same length, killed a few years later on the plantation. When sur-
veying, Hull came across a hill sloping right down to the river 
bank, about 4 or 5 acres in extent on the top, an ideal situation for 
a house, and we at once decided to build our house on the top of it, 
the sides covered with jungle, and the top with bloodwood timber. 
One day the blacks appeared on the opposite side of the river and 
would h'ive come across but I threatened to shoot them if they did, 
later on when I was in the humpy, the cook came & told me some 
blacks had crossed the river, so I rushed out with my gun which I 
had loaded with dust shot, as soon as they saw me they ran to the 
river & I after them, I let them get far enough only to sting them 
and then peppered them, I heard afterwards that they had to get 
their friends to pick out a few shot, but they were none the worse 
for it, but it was a lesson they understood and they did not come to 
our camp again**, but they were very troublesome for the first year 
or two in hunting the bullocks, and every now & then killing 
one, in the first few months before we had our fences up, we would 
lose the working bullocks for a day or two at a time, and find they 
had been hunted and crossed the river, and every now & then one 
was killed and the greater part of it carried away. On the 17th July 
Hull & I started from Gardiners, where we slept the previous night 
to ride into Cardwell, left at daybreak and arrived there at 5.0p.m. 
about 50 miles, the steamboat in with the English mail & left again 
at 7.0p.m.; found our punt being built; Mrs. Coleman whom 
Waller had engaged to come as Cook, and her husband as handy 
man, was waiting at the hotel to come out to the Herbert, but as her 
husband was coming up with Waller and we had no accomodation 
for her, she had to remain there until her husband could fetch her. 
On the 19th we intended to start back at 7.30, but our horses could 
not be found before 10a.m., and then only by paying some one to 
find them, they had no doubt been put out of the way on purpose. 
We decided to try a short cut through the bush between the coast & 
the hills, which would bring us out on the Seymour river and save 
nearly 20 miles; We found the country much broken, with many 
gullies & creeks to cross, so that our progress was slow, and we 
had not been able to get through in the day as we expected. At 
night we camped and kept awake for fear of the blacks who were 
numerous in this part; we had a few biscuits and some jam, enough 
for our lunch & a few for supper as we thought we should have our 
evening meal at Macknade. When daylight came we went to get our 
horses, and found mine so lame that it could not walk, it had been 
badly kicked by the other horse during the night, and we were 
obUged to leave it behind, and pack Hull's horse with the two 
saddles & our swags and lead it; we went about a mile & a half, 
but had to go so much out of our way to get the horse across the 
gullies & over rotten ground, that we decided it was better to go 
back & leave the two horses together, which we did, we hid our 
saddles & swags, and carried only our revolvers & saddle bags. We 
found the walking through the tall grass very tiring and had to cross 
* A little girl the daughter of the woman doing the cooking Mrs. Cox came 
to tell me there was a large snake lying close to their hut, so I went over with 
a stick to kill it, but on seeing that it was nearly the length of the tree it was 
lying on I went back and got my gun, as I did not wish to give it the chance 
of coiling round me and crushing me up. 
** Some months later when we had Kanakas living on the place the Native 
blacks came over to fight with them, but as they only had spears & boome-
rangs and our boys had bows & arrows they went back quicker than they 
came, and did not return again. 
several creeks up to our knees in water, we kept trudging on hoping 
to reach the Seymour before dark, but at sundown we were obliged 
to camp not knowing how much further we had to go. We were 
both thoroughly knocked up & very hungry, we camped on the top 
of a small hill, and having no blankets, & only wearing thin white 
trousers & shirts, made a small gunyah with branches and some 
grass over the top, to keep off the damp & the wind, lit a very small 
fire to try & dry our things, but not enough to attract attention from 
the Blacks; we were too tired to keep awake, having had no sleep 
the night before, and very little the night before that, as there was a 
dance in Cardwell, got up by the few residents, and they would not 
have liked it had we not attended. In the middle of the night we 
were disturbed by something moving in the grass, and like a shot 
we were up with our revolvers ready for use, in case it was the 
blacks, we heard something scuttling away and concluded it was a 
dingo. As soon as it was light we were on the move, and in less than 
an hour came upon the Seymour, to our great relief, as we were 
getting rather anxious, we ran it up for about a mile till we came 
opposite the Ana branch, we tried to cross but found it too deep 
without swimming, so decided to wait and see if the tide would run 
out further; we lighted a fire and sat in our wet clothes for about an 
hour, the water had only fallen 4 inches and so we knew it would 
soon be rising again, and we must get across as soon as possible; I 
left my boots on a snag and went in holding my revolver & saddle 
bag over my head, but as soon as I had to swim they both went 
under the water, I landed safely the other side & then went back for 
my boots, Hull followed throwing everything over to me except his 
revolver before he got out of his depth, we were very thankful when 
both were across, as we ran a great risk of being carried off by an 
Alligator, nothing would have induced us to take the risk except 
absolute necessity. Reached our camp about noon, got rid of our 
wet clothes and had a good meal. A man bringing the mail up the 
river in a dinghy on the 20th saw a number of blacks on the bank 
of the river, and like many of these men got frightened, so pulled 
to the bank on the side where we had our camp, left his dinghy and 
ran for our camp about half a mile or more farther up, to say the 
blacks had attacked him, naturally the blacks at once crossed over 
and took everything that was of any use to them and had disap-
peared long before any one could get there from the camp, if the 
man had stuck to his dinghy and rowed on to the plantation the 
blacks would not have ventured to attack him. It is like 2 dogs 
afraid of each other, the biggest coward runs away and then the 
other is very bold and goes after him. Inspector Thompsen and his 
troopers came out on patrol owing to the blacks having robbed 
the maU boat. 
Building a hut for the men to camp in on high posts 7 ft. out of 
the ground, as the malarial fever attacks them badly living on the 
level of the ground, we are constantly changing our men who leave 
for the TownsviUe Hospital, whilst others come from Townsville, 
it is a good business for the man who runs a small 5 ton cutter, he 
gets passengers both ways. Edwin Waller arrived at the mouth of 
the river on August 3rd with 16 Kanakas, the timber for the house, 
a boat and many other necessary things; went down in Smith's boat 
with the Cardwell pilot, who was at our camp, to fetch the vessel 
up the river as far as the tide will allow, we got her about half way 
to our camp about five miles up the river and there unloaded her. 
The punt came down we loaded it and started for the plantation at 
11.0p.m., ran on a snag in the dark, & made a hole in the bottom*, 
so had to run her aground on the sand bank, sent the boat up to the 
camp to fetch a man with tools to stop the hole, but could not float 
her again till the following night for want of water, got her off just 
at high tide with much trouble, but could not get any further up the 
river & had to remain tiU the following night, when we started at 
1.0a.m. & got within 300 yards of our landing at 5.0a.m. but could 
get no further, the tides being very poor, tried to get her further 
* Unfortunately all the things we had brought out from home that had been 
stored at Ipswich since we first arrived in Queensland were in this punt and 
many got damaged through being under water especially a box full of books 
as all their covers afterwards came off, still Pioneers nearly always have to 
put up with these little disasters. 
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with the day tide at noon, but only succeeded in getting her 100 
yards, left her & went on shore for lunch, and when we came back 
found the Blacks had been on board & broken open a box & taken 
a tomahawk and a few other things. We floated the punt at 3.30a.m. 
unloaded her, & started at 7.0a.m. for the vessel, arrived there 
about 11.0a.m., loaded & got back within 200 yards of the landing 
at 6.0p.m., when we were aground. Got punt across in the morning 
unloaded & started off for the vessel, but grounded in Humbug 
reach & had to wait for the tide, reached the vessel at 4.30p.m. 
loaded & waited for the tide, started at 2.30a.m. reached the plan-
tation & unloaded; This work went on for some days until we had 
got the timber, cane plants and every thing brought by the Schooner 
Enterprise up to the plantation, every now & then the punt met with 
an accident, owing to the snags in the river. As soon as the cane 
plants were landed, they were carted to the ground that had been 
prepared, and planted by the Kanakas. We also planted a lot of 
sweet potatoes, you don't plant the potatoe but cuttings from the 
vines, which take root & grow very rapidly, and the potatoes form 
on the roots and then grow like the common potatoe, but have a 
sweet taste when cooked, the Kanakas in their own country almost 
live on them and on Yams which are most nourishing almost equal 
to bread. English people are rather prejudiced against them sweet 
potatoes at first, but usually get very fond of them after a Uttle 
while. The 16 Kanakas were a very capital lot of boys from the 
Island of Lifu, with the exception of one, who was a good deal of 
trouble & occasionally had to go into the lock up at Cardwell, but 
he did not mind this for he was able to scratch a hole under the 
sandy floor and sit outside, he had been working on some of the 
boats that trade round the islands, mostly owned by rough and un-
principled men, and he had learned some of their ways. 
On August 22nd. I started with the punt & boat for Cardwell, to 
bring out the shingles for the roof of the house; I & three boys in 
the boat, Dickson & three boys in the punt; left at 9.0a.m. camped 
from 11.0a.m. to 2.0p.m. waiting for the tide, arr. at the mouth of 
the river at 5.0p.m., went on shore boiled potatoes & made a kettle 
of tea, sent the punt outside into the channel to wait for us, got 
away again at 6.15 & dropped anchor at 2.30a.m. Went on again 
at 5.30a.m. on the 23rd, the boat went to Mangrove island to boil 
kettle for tea, winds fair & light, reached Cardwell at 5.0p.m. On 
the 24th. loaded the punt with shingles, ordered some stores from 
Whitfield, saw Sheridan & Hull & got some banana & pine apple 
plants, the Day Dawn cutter arrived; arranged with the Captain 
(Fenwick) to take some of the shingles on board, and tow the punt 
to the mouth of the river, through the Hinchinbrook channel. 
Started with the tide at 11.0p.m. took Barney with me to look after 
the boat as Dickson was drunk; Lower the man who is building our 
house, v/ith two carpenters on board, also five men & one woman* 
all drunk, not the carpenters. Sheridan left in the pilot boat for the 
Herbert. Made very little progress during the night the wind being 
a-head, as the Day Dawn had to tack we were obliged to throw off 
the punt, and leave her for the boat to tow, the punt also using the 
sweeps; anchored at 8.0p.m. when the tide turned, about H miles 
astern of the Day Dawn 27th Sunday. Started at 3.30a.m. and 
reached the mouth of the river at 9.0a.m. about 10 minutes after 
the Day Dawn, put all the shingles on to the punt and waited till 
4.0p.m. for the tide. Fenwick with his boat, helped our boat to tow 
the punt inside the river, as she was so full that we could not use 
the sweeps. Lower & 2 men, Dickson & 2 boys on the punt, my-
self, Barney & 4 boys in the boat, camped just above Gentle Annie 
creek at 6.30p.m. as not having any control over the punt, we did 
not consider it safe to travel in the dark. Went on shore to boil 
potatoes & tea. 28th. Started at 6.0a.m. arrived at the ridge (where 
the house is being built,) returned to camp for breakfast & then 
went up and unloaded the punt. Found Sheridan at the camp. 
* Mrs. Dickson going to the Townsville jaol for being drunk & disorderly, 
she told me to be sure and take care of Jimmy (her husband), the man with 
the punt, until she came back again. In the outside districts there is always a 
lot of drunkeness because those who are unable to resist the drink always 
gravitate to the outside, there is no chance for them in the settled districts, 
many of them are good capable men when away from drink. 
Lower & men commenced work & made a humpy out of the floor-
ing boards. 
29th. Finished unloading punt, then worked with boys to make a 
clearance for the kitchen which was to be separated from the house, 
and connected by a covered verandah, also charring (burning off 
the sap wood) the posts on which the house was to stand, 3 ft. off 
the ground. On Sept. 1st I was up at the ridge helping to bark some 
of the posts for house and managed to let the Adze slip & cut my 
leg rather badly, had to ride back to the hut and bind it up and was 
laid up with it for several days. Frank took the census on the plan-
tation, it being the census year for Queensland. 5th. Solomons boat 
out from Cardwell, Creed returned (a bullock driver) Barney & 
Kaufman ill. Frank went to Mackenzies for cane plants with the 
boat. Gardiner came down the river in his canoe with fresh meat. 
Planting cane & corn 7th. Up at the ridge framing of house (not 
including verandah) to the top wall plates completed, leg still 
troublesome not able to walk much. Creed, Barney & Kaufman all 
ill. 9th. Edwin WaUer left for CardweU with the boat taking in 
Barney, Dixon, Cox, Mrs. Cox & their girl who were all leaving. 
Lower also went in. Boyle came down with the beef. 13th The boat 
returned bringing out Cran^ who we had engaged to come from 
Maryboro as Manager, he had considerable experience gained on a 
large plantation at Maryboro where his uncle was the manager; 
Gardiner came down with beef & brought us 5 black duck; on his 
way back, his canoe turned over and he lost his gun. Cran is very 
much pleased with our land and thinks there is not much doubt 
about the plantation turning out a success. The Blacks have given 
us no trouble of late and we only carry our revolvers if we are going 
off the place or into the back part. On the 21st of Sept. Mrs. Lower 
came me to in a great state of mind as her husband left Cardwell on 
the 17th and had not arrived, and it looked as if he had met with an 
accident, so I started off in the boat with two boys to look for him, 
two other boats having left Cardwell since he did & seen nothing of 
him, we got to the mouth of the river that evening, slept there and 
started at daylight the next morning, after we had gone about 10 
miles up the Hinchinbrook channel we met a boat coming out & 
found it was Lower, he had been obliged to return to Cardwell and 
get another man to help pull in the boat, as he was taken ill after he 
had started, the other boats must have passed him in the night. We 
now found it necessary to build a stockyard, and fence in some of 
the outside country, so as to have cattle sent down from the stations 
30 or 40 head at a time instead of buying our meat from Gardiner 
& others, doing our own kilUng. I went into Cardwell on the 10th 
of Oct. to meet the mail steamer, and sent Bridson in overland with 
4 draught horses to fetch out a dray which we had been promised 
should be sent up from Townsville by this boat, and which he was 
to load up with goods ordered for the plantation, but like many 
things out here you cannot rely on promises, the dray did not arrive 
and we lost the use of Bridson & his four horses for a whole week. 
We have not much convenience in our hut and shall be very glad 
when our house is finished, Cran is now living in the hut & occupy-
ing the 4th. bunk, and when any visitor comes, some one has to 
sleep on the floor, Sheridan & a man named Hull (not the sur-
veyor) looking for land have been staying a few nights, I gave up 
my bunk to Sheridan & Hull & I slept on the floor. Mrs. Kaufman 
cooks for the men, and Mrs. Bevis cooks for us, one of the Kanakas 
cooks for them (the boys). Pocklington, Wm. Long & Romilly came 
from Mackay by the mail steamer, and engaged the Coquette to 
bring them from Townsville. Some time after this I don't recollect 
how long perhaps one year, or a little more, W. Long & Romilly 
went to the South Sea Islands on one of the boats recruiting for 
Kanakas, & nothing more was ever heard of them or the ship; 13th. 
Mackenzie arrived with his little steamboat the Kelpie bringing a 
hive of bees for us which he landed at the ridge. Tottenham^ out 
from Cardwell & camped with us, a man who formerly held a com-
mission in the Guards, gave it up and came out to Cardwell where 
he earned his living as a carter & was not afraid of work. 18th. The 
Kelpie arrived with goods from Cardwell which ought to have come 
out by dray, Bridson arrived with the horses, the dray having 
broken down & he had to take it back to Cardwell. Lower & Sim 
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tot)k a contract for the Manager's house to be finished by Nover. 
23rd. 19th. Went out with J. Hull to look at land on Trebonne 
creek, very wet, stayed the night at Gardiners and the following 
night got to AlUngham'sio at Waterview, after nearly losing our-
selves, as the track was not very clear, this was a cattle station 
about 30 miles from our plantation. 21st. October 1871 Left 
AUinghams at 8.30 on our way to Townsville camped at 6.0p.m. a 
very wet night, hung my waterproof sheet over some sticks & kept 
dry, up at 5.45a.m. to look for horses, 3 i hours finding them, 
reached Townsville at 2.30 stopped at Evans' hotel, being Sunday 
went to Church in the evening, sermon badly read from Graver 
Thoughts of a Country Parson (Kingsley). Mackenzie & Haig in 
Townsville. Left TownsvUle on the 25th. with Mackenzie & Haig, 
camped at 20 mile creek, night rather wet, the next day passed 
Thompson with his troopers going to Townsville, camped at AUing-
hams, started at 8.30a.m. took a short cut and arrived at plantation 
. at 4.30. A sawyer came with me from AUinghams and when cross-
ing the river his horse pig jumped, and pitched him over his head 
into the river, not very pleasant for him, but luckily no damage was 
done beyond giving him a wetting. On Nov. 5th. Frank & Cran 
started for Townsville to see if they could get more labour, they got 
back again on the Uth. bringing 6 native blacks from TownsvUle 
under agi-eement to clear scrub, they had to come foot pace all the 
way as the Blacks had to walk, as Frank was riding along a snake 
bit his horse in the leg, and a few hours after the horse died. The 
native blacks worked for a day & a half, then threw down their axes 
and went back to Townsville without any one knowing they were 
going, they don't care about work, and probably thought it was a 
nice little outing for them, as they were well fed all the time. Brid-
son's horses missing and not found for 3 days, they had swam 
across the river, and were found on Palm creek some 7 or 8 miles 
away; one of the drawbacks of pioneering, the difficulty is to find 
men to put up the necessary fences. No meat arrived so I rode up 
to Gardiner's to find out the reason, brought some back, & Gardiner 
wUl be down to-morrow, he like the rest of us had not enough fenc-
ing, & could not always find the bullocks when wanted. Sawyers 
are hard at work cutting timber for building, had a large dead log 
drawn in out of the scrub, & sawn up for tables, & chimney piece, 
it was like sawing through a bone, it was very strongly scented & 
took a most beautiful poUsh, it was much like mahogany only for 
the strong scent, a very valuable timber if it could have been sent 
home.* 
Besides the forest land which we had cleared, ploughed & plant-
ed, we had cut down some scrub land & got it burnt off, all but the 
large trees burn out after a few weeks of hot sun on them, these & 
the stumps remain; the ground is lined out and holes dug about 3 
feet apart in the rows & 6 ft. between the rows, passing over the 
trees lying on the ground & the stumps, each year when the trash 
is burnt some of the roots get alight & burn out, and in a few 
years the land can be ploughed, the trees are all cut up into 4 ft. 
lengths & then split up and carted into the mill yard for firewood. 
* The top of the table now in my room is made of this wood & worthy of a 
better set of legs. 
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1. The cattlemen were the first to discover the possibilities of the Herbert 
. . . These men were soon joined by O'Connell, nephew of Sir Maurice 
O'Connell, who in 1869 experimented with sugar in the Gairloch area 
but soon left. The next people to select land there for sugar were a 
Scottish family named MacKenzie. The sons and daughter came to 
Cardwell first and were joined there by their parents in 1870. The father 
was an ordained Presbyterian minister. In January 1871 he performed 
the first religious marriage ceremony in Cardwell. The Reverend James 
MacKenzie and his wife remained in Cardwell while the children 
established the plantation on the Herbert. Here the sister and two 
brothers lived in two grass huts on their property which they named 
Gairloch after the name of the family home in Scotland. . . . 
On the Herbert the MacKenzies at Gairloch were ruined after only 
four crushings. They sold at a ruinous price to Fanning and Nankivell 
who could not make running costs and eventually the company wound 
up [Dorothy Jones.—Cardwell shire story. Brisbane, 1961, pp. 145. 217] 
2. Davidson B.A. had come originally from his family's estate at Tulloch 
Castle, Rosshire, Scotland. He had had some previous experience in 
sugar in the West Indies and Demara and had arrived at Port Mackay 
earlier in 1865. . . 
A company was formed to grow cane at Bellenden Plains with John 
Ewen Davidson as the controlling partner . . . 
Just what happened to Davidson s venture on Bellenden Plains is not 
clear. According to Survey Office records Bellenden was taken up by 
Davidson December 7, 1866 which shows a delay of twelve months in 
confirmation of his tenure. [Dorothy Jones. — Cardwell shire story. 
Brisbane, 1961, pp. 110-112] 
In a letter to the Minister for Lands F. J. N. Beardmore stated 
The first occupant suffered such severe losses through successive 
floods that he gave up working the place, and it remained idle for 
a period of nearly three years when it passed into the hands of the 
present applicant who has this last season lost the whole of his 
crop through a severe flood — [Q.S.A. Sugar Selection No. 48] 
The Courier published a letter from the later owners Beardmore and 
Ommaney which said inter alia, 'We bought the place after some un-
fortunate partnership disagreements—Mr. Davidson gave it up through 
failure of his partners to put in sufficient capital . . .' [Dorothy Jones.— 
Cardwell shire story. Brisbane, 1961, p. 112] 
3. Robert Arthur Johnstone, who had been a Sub-Inspector in the Native 
Police resigned at Fort Cooper in 1868 to go sugar-growing with Tre-
villian and Co. at Bellenden Plains . . . 
Robert Arthur Johnstone on leaving the employ of the owners of 
the sugar plantation returned to the Police Force in the Cardwell dis-
trict as Sub-Inspector. [Dorothy Jones. — Cardwell shire story. Bris-
bane, 1961, pp. 130, 132] 
4. Crocodiles, members of a group that includes alligators, found in 
America and China; caimans in South America; gavials in India, and 
crocodiles in Australia, Malaya, through India to Africa. Accordingly, 
there are no alligators in Australia, although the large saltwater croco-
dile is often referred to by hunters as "the 'gator". [The Australian 
Encyclopaedia.—Sydney, 1962, Vol III p. 130] 
5. North of the Tully there still remained one unnamed river. This was 
during the period of these surveys named the Hull, after Surveyor Hull 
who worked in the area mainly in 1871 surveying on Bellenden, the 
Murray and Mackay. [Dorothy Jones.—Cardwell shire story. Brisbane, 
1961, p. 151] 
6. Further afield Henry Stone, a college educated Englishman, had 
established Vale of Herbert Station in 1865 on behalf of the Scott 
brothers as a half-way house between the Valley of Lagoons and the 
part on the present site of Groundwater's farm . . . The Stone hut at 
Herbertvale was a heavy timber building with an overhanging thatch 
roof one foot thick. When the Abergowrie sugar expansion was imder-
taken recently only the stumps of the homestead remained. [Dorothy 
Jones.—Cardwell .Mre story. Brisbane, 1961, p. 99.] 
7. The best-known of the Australian species is the carpet snake, which 
attains a length of about 11 feet. It is widely distributed and has several 
fairly close relatives, often called rock-pythons . . . 
The most strikingly marked member of this group is the black-headed 
python, or tarpot, of western Queensland and parts of Northern 
Australia . . . The largest of the group is the North Queensland python, 
which is marked with a pattern similar to that of the carpet-snake, but 
which grows to a length of about 22 feet and therefore ranks among 
the giant snakes of the world. The killing of two examples measuring 
19 feet and 21 feet was reported from Cooktown in June 1956 [The 
Australian Encyclopaedia.—Sydney, 1962, Vol VIII pp. 165-166] 
8. Cran appears to have been F. J. W. Beardmore's manager. [Dorothy 
Jones.—Cardwell shire story. Brisbane, 1961, p. 132] 
9. Among those who bought allotments at the first land sale [The first 
sale of Cardwell land was held March 22, 1865. Eighty one lots were 
sold.] was Julius Airey Talbot Tottenham who was to play a prominent 
part in Cardwell's history until his death October 19, 1891 . . . He 
belonged to the landed gentry class and prior to coming to Australia 
was an artillery officer. He arrived at Cardwell in 1864. At first he 
established himself as a teamster but the days of the gentleman bullock 
driver were nearing their last to be replaced by the colourful hard-
living, hard swearing "buUocky" of Australian legend . . . Julius 
Tottenham later settled on Meunga Creek and with family backing 
raised pure bred stock and horses somewhat unprofitably. On the 
Cardwell side, where Kennedy and Saltwater Creeks unite he built a 
two-storeyed home. A. Pershouse now has the property. He put up im-
pressive buildings, stables, workrooms and so on and furnished his 
home in the grand manner with costly furniture, beautiful cut glass 
and crystal the like of which was rarely seen in the north and all sent 
from England. The house was burnt down over sixty years ago. 
[Dorothy Jones.—Cardwell shire story. Brisbane, 1961, pp. 98-99] 
10. John, Johnstone and their cousin Christopher Allingham of Hillgrove 
and Kangaroo Hills stations near Armidale in N.S.W. set out in 1858 
with some thousands of sheep. Despite terrible hardships they reached 
the present site of Mackay in 1860 and there encountered Captain John 
Mackay who had just discovered the Pioneer watershed and the site of 
the town which bears his name . . . After some years Christopher re-
turned to N.S.W., later John sold Hillgrove to Johnstone and formed 
and stocked Waterview on the Herbert. [Dorothy Jones.—Cardwell 
shire story. Brisbane, 1961, p. 146] 
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